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**Synopsis**

In this book, author Rob Bastiaansen has put together 100 tips that will make the life of NetWare system administrators easier. With the knowledge from this book, administrators will be able to solve everyday problems and get the most out of the NetWare environment. The author has delved into his extensive experience with NetWare server management and explains technical concepts in a clear and simple way.
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**Customer Reviews**

It seems that no matter how many books you read on something in the computer area that there is always a bunch of little things that if you do just these things, in just this order, what you get is a cute little thing that just never seemed to make it into the regular documentation. Maybe it’s just that reading about the things you can do makes the difference. The approach in this book is that here is a hundred nifty little things that you might need, and then here is how to do them. Needless to say, this book is intended for the NetWare systems administrator who has some experience in managing a network. It would only be confusing to the complete beginner who wouldn’t even be aware that he could use such a tip or understand what he was getting. The material in this book represents the collected wisdom from a lot of people over a lot of years. Regardless of your level, it is impossible to read this little book and not find something that makes you say, 'you know, I can use that.'

you can’t get much better than this for technical writing. The author presents 100 tips, organized in
chapters. You can read it cover to cover, or just dip in with a tip when you feel like it. The author writes with clarity and in a down to earth style, and i'm quite surprised because it would seem from his Bio that english is not his first language. He injects some humor when its warranted, but basically his aim is to "get on with it" and assumes you are busy and want the gist. This is one of the few technical computer books i will just pick up just out of interest. I thoroughly recommend this book to all Netware administrators.

The book was here before expected and in really great shape. I was very pleased with my interaction with this vendor.
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